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Abstract
This study compares the flame structure of ethanol and dimethyl ether (DME) in a hot and diluted oxidiser
experimentally and computationally. Experiments were conducted on a Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) burner,
with the fuel jet issuing into a 1250-K coflow at three oxygen levels. Planar measurements using OH-LIF,
CH2O-LIF, and Rayleigh scattering images reveal that the overall spatial distribution and evolution of OH,
CH2O, and temperature were quite similar for the two fuels. For both the ethanol and the DME flames,
a transitional flame structure occurred as the coflow oxygen level increased from 3% to 9%. This indicates
that the flames shift away from the MILD combustion regime. Reaction flux analyses of ethanol and DME
were performed with the OPPDIF code, and ethane (C2H6) was also included in the analyses for comparison.
These analyses reveal that the H2/O2 pathways are very important for both ethanol and DME in the 3%
O2 cases. In contrast, the importance of fuel-specific reactions overtakes that of H2/O2 reactions when fuels
are burnt in the cold air or in the vitiated oxidant stream with 9% O2. Unsteady laminar flamelet analyses
were also performed to investigate the ignition processes and help interpret experimental results. Flamelet
equations were solved in time and mixture fraction field, which was provided by non-reactive Large-Eddy
Simulation (LES).
Keywords: MILD combustion, ethanol, dimethyl ether (DME), Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC)
1. Introduction
The ever-rising concern for the environment has increased efforts to improve energy efficiency and reduce
pollutant emissions. Amongst advanced combustion technologies, Moderate or Intense Low-oxygen Dilution
(MILD) combustion is a promising technology because of its potential to reduce emissions while maintaining
a high thermal efficiency [1]. In practical devices, MILD combustion is usually established through a strong
recirculation of hot exhaust gases. This leads to volumetric reactions without visible flames under some
conditions [1, 2]. Hence it is also referred to as flameless oxidation (FLOX®) [1]. Under MILD combustion
conditions the peak flame temperature is reduced due to a larger total volume of gases and the altered
chemistry at a lower local oxygen concentration. Consequently, this causes a drastic reduction in emissions,
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particularly in nitrogen oxides [3, 4].
Previous studies of MILD combustion [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] have mostly focused on common fossil fuels. There are
limited studies that investigate MILD combustion of renewable fuels [10, 11]. Experimental measurements
performed on the Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) burner revealed a similar reaction zone structure of natural gas,
ethylene, and LPG flames when hydrogen was added to the three fuels. This suggests different types of
fuels are interchangeable under MILD combustion conditions [12]. Supporting this, Derudi and Rota [4] have
reported that the averaged flame temperature and pollutants emissions were similar for methane and LPG
flames when they were burnt in the MILD combustion mode. Whilst it is true that some previous studies
have shown that for simple fuels the flame characteristics under MILD combustion conditions are very similar
[4, 12], this is not true for more complex fuels [8, 13, 14]. For instance, visible flames and high NOx emissions
were reported as distinctive features when heavy fuel oil was used instead of light fuel oil in a MILD furnace
[8]. Reddy et al. [13] found that lower NOx and unburned hydrocarbon emissions were produced when a
combustor was fired with a mixture of biodiesel and diesel rather than pure biodiesel. Ye et al. [14] performed
a comparative study of ethanol, acetone, and n-heptane in a reverse-flow MILD combustor. They found that
combustion of acetone and n-heptane became unstable at equivalence ratios of 0.7-0.8 and elevated pressures,
where visible flames and high emissions were observed [14]. Meanwhile, stable combustion of ethanol was
established under all the investigated conditions [14].
A better understanding of the impact of fuel type on the flame structure is required, particularly for fuels
that are more complex than methane and hydrogen. Due to increasing interest in reducing the dependence
on petroleum-derived fuels and diversifying the energy supply, alternative fuels have received great attention.
Combining alternative fuels with MILD combustion would exploit the benefits of both, leading to more
efficient combustion with lower emissions. Ethanol (CH3CH2OH) and dimethyl ether (CH3OCH3), isomers
of C2H6O, are very promising fuels. Comparing them also provides an opportunity to explore the impact of
molecular structure on the flame behaviour under vitiated coflow conditions.
Ethanol (EtOH), a type of alcohol, has a low tendency to generate soot and particulate-matter [15]. Due
to its high flame speed it can be burnt at very lean conditions with a relatively low flame temperature [16].
As a consequence, NOx emissions are suppressed. Ethanol can be produced from a wide range of renewable
raw materials. Second generation bio-ethanol is derived from lignocellulosic biomass like wood, which is not
in competition with food chain [17]. Its renewable nature, low emissions, and reduced production costs make
it an attractive alternative fuel [18].
Dimethyl ether (DME), the simplest ether, is an excellent alternative fuel for transportation and power
generation [19]. For instance, DME can be used as a substitute for diesel fuels due to its capacity to abate
soot emissions [20]. The existence of an O atom and absence of any C-C bonds in DME contribute to its
smoke-free nature [21]. It is also an ideal ignition promoter in engines not only because of its low auto-ignition
temperature and high cetane number, but also because of its rapid vaporisation upon injection [20]. It can
be manufactured from a variety of resources such as natural gas, wastes, and biomass [20].
Due to the potential utility of DME in gas turbine applications, the comparison between DME and



































































gas turbine, and they reported that lower NOx emissions were produced from DME than methane. Chen et
al. [23] investigated the impact of adding DME to methane-air flames on the ignition characteristics. They
found that the ignition delay times of the methane-air mixture were significantly shortened due to a rapid
build-up of CH3 and HO2 radicals with the presence of DME [23].
Limited comparative studies [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] have been performed to investigate the
effect of molecular structure on the combustion behaviour of DME and ethanol flames. Most of these studies
were focused on the role of the structure of oxygenated fuels in reducing soot precursors and soot particulates.
Previous studies have investigated the autoignition and extinction characteristics of ethanol and DME
[25, 33]. Wang et al. [25] reported that DME flames were more resilient to extinction than ethanol flames,
though this difference decreased as the fuel jet became more diluted with N2 [25]. Tingas et al. [33] performed
an analytical analysis of the autoignition characteristics of ethanol/air and DME/air homogeneous mixtures
at an initial pressure of 5 MPa and an initial temperature of 1100 K. This analysis revealed an overall
shorter ignition delay in the ethanol/air case. They found that the C-C bond in ethanol is maintained
and the hydrogen chemistry plays a dominant role at the early stage of autoignition [33]. In contrast, the
autoignition of DME/air is initiated by single-carbon chemistry [33]. As the reaction progresses, similar
hydrogen chemistry pathways dominate in both fuels [33]. Formaldehyde was reported to be insignificant
in the autoignition dynamics of ethanol/air mixtures, while adding formaldehyde can promote or retard the
ignition of DME/air mixtures depending on the initial temperature [34].
There is a paucity of information on ethanol and DME flames under conditions relevant to MILD com-
bustion. Kang et al. [10] investigated NOx emissions of DME flames in a MILD burner. They found that the
NNH-intermediate pathway was the major route for NOx formation in DME flames under MILD combustion
conditions [10]. Rodrigues et al. [11, 35] studied the ethanol spray flame structure in a hot and vitiated
coflow. An enhanced spray evaporation in the presence of hot coflow led to changes in the atomisation mech-
anism, with an immediate liquid jet break-up near the atomiser [11]. Moreover, the reduced local oxygen
concentration shifted the stoichiometric mixture fraction away from the spray axis, consequently reducing
the peak flame temperature [11]. The liftoff heights of the ethanol spray flames were found to be dependent
on the droplet convective, vaporisation, and chemical time scales before ignition [35].
The present paper aims to improve the understanding of the impact of fuel structure on MILD flames
by performing a combined experimental and computational investigation of ethanol and DME. In order to
control parameters independently, a JHC burner was used to emulate a MILD furnace environment where
the gas mixture inside the combustion chamber is hot and diluted, with a fuel stream injecting into it. In
this configuration, DME or prevaporised ethanol was issued into a hot and diluted coflow with the O2 level
varying from 3%-9% (by volume). To reveal the flame structure of the two fuels, the distributions of OH,
CH2O, and temperature have been measured instantaneously and simultaneously. Digital photographs and
images of OH∗ chemiluminescence have also been recorded. To help explain the experimental observations,
laminar flame calculations using the OPPDIF code and unsteady flamelet simulation have been performed.
The purposes of the simulations in this paper are not to directly simulate the experimental flames. Instead,



































































Tcofl (K) XO2 XH2O XCO2 XN2 Zst
1250 0.091 0.107 0.036 0.766 0.0863
1250 0.061 0.107 0.036 0.797 0.0597
1250 0.030 0.107 0.036 0.827 0.0305
Table 1: List of coflow conditions: Tcofl is the coflow temper-
ature measured by a thermocouple after correction for radia-
tion. The mole fractions of species in the coflow were deter-
mined by equilibrium calculations, and confirmed with mea-
surements with a gas analyser.
analysis was performed to compare the chemistry of the two isomers, ethanol and DME, particularly via
reaction flux analysis. This configuration is ideally suited to focusing on the fuel chemistry while isolating
the impact of turbulence that occurs in the experiments. The unsteady flamelet model was employed to
provide information on the transient ignition processes of the two fuels.
2. Experimental Details
2.1. Experimental Setup and Operating Conditions
The basic configuration and operation of this JHC burner shown in Fig. 1 are the same as in a previous
study [36]. The JHC burner consists of an insulated central fuel jet (ID = 4.6 mm) surrounded by an annular
coflow (ID = 82 mm). This coflow is generated from a secondary porous-bed burner located 90 mm upstream
of the jet exit plane. The hot vitiated coflow was produced from the combustion of a lean mixture of natural
gas (92% methane by volume), hydrogen, air, and nitrogen. The mole fractions of natural gas, hydrogen,
air and nitrogen were manipulated to vary the coflow oxygen level from 3% to 9% by volume, while the
temperature and C/H ratio were kept constant. The temperature of various coflows (Tcoflow) was kept at
1250 K. The three hot coflow conditions are summarised in Table 1. To obtain a fully developed turbulent
pipe flow, the length of the central fuel jet is more than 100 times the jet diameter. The burner was wrapped
with ceramic fibre insulation to minimise heat losses and maintain a constant temperature of the coflow.
As shown in Fig. 1, ethanol was heated and mixed with carrier gas in a Controlled Evaporator and Mixer
(CEM). The temperature of the heater inside the CEM was set by the Bronkhorst control unit, which also
controlled the mass flow rates of ethanol and carrier gas. The preheat temperature was around 413 K, which
is higher than the boiling point of ethanol (Tboil = 352 K). Furthermore, the pipeline was wrapped with
insulation to minimise heat losses and prevent condensation. After prevaporisation, ethanol was carried by
N2 into the JHC burner via the central fuel jet. Dimethyl ether was mixed with N2 and injected to the JHC
burner directly. The jet Reynolds number for both ethanol and DME flames was kept around 10,000. It
should be noted that the mole fraction of N2 in the fuel jet was maintained at 0.59 for both fuels. In this case,
due to the same chemical formula, the stoichiometric mixture fractions (Zst) for both fuels are the same in a



































































A slot burner was mounted in the same field of view as the JHC burner to provide reference and calibration
for image processing. The rectangular slot burner consists of a central fuel slot with an air slot on each side.
Partially-premixed natural gas and air were fed through the central slot at a low velocity, coflowing by two
streams of low-velocity air. This setup produced a straight and laminar flame. Hence, variations in the signal
of this laminar flame can be considered solely due to the laser energy fluctuations.
[Figure 1 about here.]
2.2. Optical Setup
Imaging of flames was achieved through conventional photography, OH∗ chemiluminescence, Rayleigh
scattering, and laser-induced fluorescence of OH (OH-LIF) and CH2O (CH2O-LIF). The photographs of the
flames were taken using a Canon EOS 60D SLR camera with a standard 50 mm f/1.8 lens. The chemilu-
minescence of OH∗ was detected with an electronically-gated pco.pixelfly camera, equipped with a Lambert
Instruments intensifier. The camera system was coupled with a 50 mm f/3.5 UV transmissive lens and a
310 nm bandpass optical filter with a bandwidth of 10 nm.
Rayleigh scattering was used to determine the temperature distribution of the flames. A frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG laser was used to generate a 532 nm laser beam. The measured output energy was approx-
imately 90 mJ/pulse before the slot burner. The detection of Rayleigh scattering signal was via a Princeton
Instruments intensified CCD (ICCD) camera equipped with a 50 mm f/1.4 lens, which was mounted normal
to the laser sheets. No visible particulate-matter and soot were observed during the experiments. Thus in
order to maximise the collected Rayleigh signal, no filter was mounted in front of the collecting lens.
The A-X (1,0) Q1(7) line (283.222 nm) was chosen to excite OH due to its low sensitivity to ground-state
population distribution in the expected temperature range [37]. A Q-smart 850 pulsed Nd:YAG laser was
used to pump a Lambda-Physik ScanMate 2E dye laser at 532 nm with Rhodamine 6G dye. The output
of the dye laser was frequency doubled to match the A-X (1,0) Q1(7) line. The energy of the OH laser was
measured to be 0.9 mJ/pulse before the slot burner. The OH-LIF signal was detected with a Princeton
Instruments ICCD camera, fitted with a 78 mm f/3.8 standard UV lens. This camera was mounted parallel
to the laser sheets. A dichroic mirror was mounted in front of the lens of the OH camera at a 45 degree angle
to the laser sheets. This mirror has a greater than 80% reflectance in the range of 270 to 340 nm, thus acting
as a bandpass filter.
A frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser was used to generate a 355 nm beam to excite CH2O. The measured
output energy was approximately 32 mJ/pulse before the slot burner. The CH2O-LIF signal was collected
with an Andor iStar ICCD camera, equipped with a 50 mm f/1.4 lens. Detection of formaldehyde was
through a combination of long-wave-pass Andover Optics 395 FG03-50 and short-wave-pass Andover Optics
450 FL07-50 filters. The 532 nm, the 283.222 nm and the 355 nm laser sheets overlapped with each other
and formed co-planar laser sheets. The heights of the 532 nm and 355 nm laser sheets were approximately
20 mm, while the 283.222 nm laser sheet was slightly shorter. Imaging from the central 8 mm of the laser




































































Each instantaneous image from the three ICCD cameras was corrected for dark charge, detector atten-
uation, background, and laser energy variations. To correlate the information on the three images to each
other, the three images were matched such that each corresponding pixel in them represents the same physical
location. The resolution of these techniques was estimated to be 250 microns through imaging of a target at
the same plane as the laser sheets. The actual spatial resolution may vary due to several factors, such as the
laser sheet thickness (approximately 200 microns).
The quantification procedure of Rayleigh scattering is briefly described here. Further detail can be found
in Supplementary Material and a previous study by the authors [38]. To provide reference for temperature
quantification, a slot burner with a known laminar flame was installed upstream the JHC burner in the laser
path. Rayleigh scattering signal from this reference flame and the flame of interest was recorded in the same
image simultaneously during the experiments. A new variable T∗ was introduced and defined as the ratio
of temperature (T ) and effective Rayleigh cross-section (σeff ). It is inversely proportional to the scattered
signal (IR) as shown in equation (1). Thus, given the information of the reference flame, an image of T
∗ can










Laminar flame calculations were employed to estimate temperature and effective Rayleigh cross-sections
as a function of mixture fraction, from which the relationship between σeff and T
∗ was drawn. Based on this
relationship, an image of the effective Rayleigh cross-section was interpolated from the image of T∗. This
relationship is independent of strain rate. However, it varies with the progress of the reaction. The effective
Rayleigh cross-section changes monotonically with T∗ for a non-reacting mixture. For a reacting mixture,
the σeff decreases gradually with the increasing T
∗ until it reaches its peak value in the fuel-rich region. In
the fuel-lean region and the reaction zone, the σeff slightly increases with the increasing T
∗. This is because
the Rayleigh cross-section of ethanol or DME is seven times higher than that of the hot oxidiser, while the
Rayleigh cross-sections of the hot oxidiser and combustion products are similar. The location of the peak T∗
was found to match the location of the peak number density of OH. During the interpolation of σeff , the
peak OH-LIF signal at each row was compared to a threshold value. If it was lower than the threshold value,
the mixture was considered to be non-reacting, thus σeff was interpolated from T
∗ based on the monotonic
relationship. If it was higher than the threshold value, the location of the peak OH-LIF signal was then
used to identify the boundary between the fuel-rich and the fuel-lean regions. Hence, the effective Rayleigh
cross-section can be interpolated correspondingly. The product of σeff and T
∗ gave the final temperature.
Quantification of Rayleigh scattering is limited to the bottom part of a flame in this study. Some OH
layers were distorted due to the flow vortex structure, particularly at the downstream of the flame. In this
case, there is no straightforward boundary between the fuel-lean and the fuel-rich region, and Rayleigh cross-
sections cannot be determined. Thereby, Rayleigh scattering images downstream were not used in this paper.
It is worth noting that the Rayleigh cross-section of each species was assumed to be constant at different



































































range from 300 K to approximately 2200 K and when a 532 nm laser beam was used as the light source
[39]. To evaluate the accuracy of the Rayleigh thermometry, the averaged coflow temperature measured with
Rayleigh scattering is compared to that measured with a thermocouple. The differences between the two
techniques typically do not exceed 5%. This indicates the suitability and accuracy of Rayleigh scattering
quantification using the estimated effective Rayleigh cross-sections.
The OH-LIF results were semi-quantified with an estimated 20% error [40]. Specifically, the collisional
cross-section and quenching rate coefficient as a function of temperature were obtained from a previous study
by Tamura et al. [41]. The temperature distribution in mixture fraction space was estimated through laminar
flame calculations. The calculated quenching rate for each flame was found to be constant across the reaction
zone at various strain rates, hence a single value was used for each case. Boltzmann population distribution
of OH at X-state with v′′ = 0 and J ′′ = 7.5 was found to be relatively constant with the flame temperature
ranging from 1000 K to 2000 K [40]. The peak OH number density of the steady laminar flame in the slot
burner was calculated to be 2.1×1016 molecules/cm3, which was used to calibrate the OH number density in
the ethanol and DME flames.
It should be noted that the CH2O signal was not quantified in the present study. However, because of
the same geometry and facility, and the small temperature change in the fuel-rich region, the CH2O signal
is expected to reflect the relative quantity of CH2O in various cases. Furthermore, previous studies [42, 43]
reported that the temperature dependence of the CH2O partition function and its quenching rate partially
compensate for each other within a temperature range of 500 K to 1600 K. Therefore, the CH2O-LIF signal
is considered to be proportional to the number density of CH2O within 15%–25% [42, 43].
3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1. Visual Observations
Figure 2 presents photographs of DME (left) and ethanol (right) flames carried by nitrogen under the
three coflow conditions (3%, 6%, and 9% O2 by volume). These photographs were taken with the same
camera settings and presented with the same colour scale. None of the investigated flames emitted smoke or
particulates during the experiments. All the photographs were split into red, green, and blue channels, and
only the blue channel is displayed, indicating the CH∗ chemiluminescence near 430 nm [44]. The bottom edge
of all the photographs coincides with the jet exit plane. Parts of the photographs appear saturated as this
universal colour scale is chosen to emphasise the low signal from the flames in the 3% O2 coflow. A previous
study on the same JHC burner [37] reported that the entrainment of the surrounding air starts to affect the
jet flame at approximately 100 mm above the jet exit plane (X/D = 22, where X is the axial distance above
the jet exit plane and D is the jet diameter). The present study is only focused on the coflow-controlled
region.
In a given coflow, DME flames always appear more lifted than ethanol flames. For both fuels, the flame
shape and appearance are similar between the 6% and 9% O2 coflows, despite minor differences in the flame



































































the flame base, therefore the exact liftoff height cannot be identified without ambiguity. Natural gas and
ethylene flames issuing into a hot coflow with lower oxygen concentration were also reported to have faint
flame bases [45, 46].
Under conventional combustion, an increase in the oxygen level in the oxidant stream is expected to cause
a decrease in the liftoff height as the reactivity of the mixture is enhanced. However, as shown in Fig 2, the
apparent liftoff heights of the ethanol flames are comparable under three coflow conditions. The liftoff height
of the DME flame in the 3% O2 coflow is also similar to that in the 6% O2 case. The flame in the 9% O2 case
was slightly less lifted. This unusual trend in the liftoff height indicates that the flame stabilisation mechanism
under conditions relevant to MILD combustion may be different from that in conventional combustion.
[Figure 2 about here.]
3.2. OH∗ chemiluminescence
A mean image of OH∗ chemiluminescence is averaged from 140 images taken with a gate time of 1 ms.
The maximum OH∗ signal at a given height in the mean image after correcting for background is referred to
as the peak intensity of OH∗ chemiluminescence. This is presented as a function of X/D for the ethanol and
the DME flames in Fig. 3.
[Figure 3 about here.]
The peak intensity of OH∗ chemiluminescence increases substantially with the coflow O2 level for both
fuels. This is consistent with the increased flame luminosity shown in Fig. 2. A previous study on MILD
combustion of methane using a jet-in-cross-flow burner reported that minor changes were found in the inten-
sity of OH∗ chemiluminescence as the oxygen level increased [47]. The coflow temperature and oxygen level
were strongly coupled in the previous study, however they are independent of each other in the current work.
This may account for the discrepancy in the trend of OH∗ chemiluminescence.
Figure 3(b) displays the OH∗ profiles in the region between X/D = 3 - 10. It shows that given the same
fuel, the growth in the OH∗ chemiluminescence is initiated nearly at the same axial location under the three
coflow conditions. For instance, the signal of OH∗ chemiluminescence started to increase approximately at
X/D = 5 for ethanol in various coflow cases.
The coflow O2 level also affects the evolution of the build-up of the OH
∗ chemiluminescence. For the
ethanol flames in the 6% and 9% O2 coflow, the peak intensity of OH
∗ chemiluminescence increases rapidly
over a small distance until it reaches its maximum, which is then followed by a decline in the intensity. In
contrast, the peak intensity of OH∗ chemiluminescence from the ethanol flame in the 3% O2 coflow increases
gradually along the axial direction with a much smaller spatial gradient. The peak OH∗ chemiluminescence
has been found to correlate to the peak temperature and the peak heat release rate in methane [48] and
ethanol flames [49]. Therefore, in comparison with flames in the 6% and 9% O2 coflows, a more spatially
distributed temperature and heat release can be deduced from the OH∗ profile in the 3% O2 case. Based on
the distributed nature of MILD combustion [1, 50, 51], flames in the 3% O2 coflow agree better with MILD



































































The coflow O2 level shows the same impact on the build-up of OH
∗ chemiluminescence for the DME
flames. However, in comparison with the ethanol flames, the rapid increase in the peak intensity of OH∗
chemiluminescence initiates further downstream in the DME flames. For instance, in the 6% O2 coflow the
OH∗ chemiluminescence signal starts to increase around X/D = 10, where the flame base is located in the
photograph shown in Fig. 2. Under the same coflow conditions, the peak intensity of OH∗ chemiluminescence
in the DME flames is considerably lower than that in the ethanol flames.
3.3. Instantaneous images: impact of coflow O2 level
A selection of instantaneous OH (top), CH2O (middle), and temperature (bottom) image triplets for the
ethanol flames in the 3% and the 9% O2 coflow are displayed in Fig. 4. Mean image triplets are included in
the Supplementary Material. The centre of the images is at X/D = 3.15 (14.5 mm), X/D = 4.89 (22.5 mm),
and X/D = 6.41 (29.5 mm) above the jet exit plane. The color scale is chosen to emphasise the low OH and
CH2O signals, hence some images with strong signals appear saturated. The instantaneous OH, CH2O and
temperature images were smoothed with a median filter to enhance the apparent signal-to-noise ratio.
At X/D = 3.15 above the jet exit plane, a faint OH signal, approaching the detection limit of the current
setup, is observed from ethanol flames in the 3% O2 coflow. This indicates a small quantity of OH was
formed at this height. At X/D = 4.89 and X/D = 6.41, a higher level of OH was produced at approximately
R/D = 2 in the ethanol flame in the 3% O2 coflow. The OH layer was uniformly distributed across the entire
laser sheet vertically.
The OH structure of the ethanol flame in the 9% O2 coflow displays subtle, but important, differences in
comparison with that in the 3% O2 coflow. A similar level of faint OH signal is also observed at X/D = 3.15,
however the OH level becomes significantly higher at X/D = 4.89 and X/D = 6.41 in the 9% O2 case,
suggesting a higher spatial gradient of OH than the 3% O2 case. This agrees with a sharp increase in the
OH∗ chemiluminescence in the 9% O2 case, as shown in Fig. 3. Figures 4(e) and (f) also show that a thin
region of weak OH “tail” exists upstream of a wide and defined region of strong OH. The occurrence of this
kind of structure, referred to as a transitional flame structure, has been reported for ethylene-based flames
in a coflow with 9% but not with 3% O2 by volume [12]. This feature has previously been utilised to identify
the transition away from the MILD combustion regime as the coflow oxygen level increases [52].
Along with a small quantity of OH, a considerable amount of CH2O is measured in the fuel-rich region
in the 3% and 9% O2 cases. This further supports that reactions have already started at X/D = 3.15. This
is in accordance with the common observation that CH2O is the ignition precursor in flames issuing into a
hot vitiated coflow [53, 54]. The CH2O signal increases substantially with the axial distance, meanwhile its
spatial distribution is broadened downstream.
The CH2O signal of flames within the 9% O2 coflow is lower than that in the 3% O2 coflow, particularly
near the jet exit plane. A previous study on methane flames [6] found that the oxygen level at the location
of peak CH2O was higher in the 3% case than the 9% case, resulting from an enhanced transport of O2 to
the fuel-rich side in the 3% case. Taking into account of the quenching effect of oxygen, the number density



































































signal in the 3% case indeed indicates a higher number density of CH2O than the 9% case. Typical of stable
intermediates, the evolution of CH2O is subject to convective-diffusive transport effects, as well as chemical
kinetics effects [55]. The higher oxygen level at the location of peak CH2O was found to cause an increase
in CH2O production for methane flames [6]. This could be responsible for a higher CH2O number density
in the 3% O2 case, although it is acknowledged that the chemical kinetics impacts of O2 levels on CH2O
formation might be dissimilar between ethanol and methane flames.
The temperature distribution of flames in the 3% and the 9% O2 coflow is similar. The temperature
images show a cold fuel-rich region and a hot coflow region with a uniform distribution of temperature. The
temperature in the fuel-rich region increased gradually with the axial distance as more fuel was mixed with
the hot coflow along the axial direction. For instance, this temperature change is evident by the colour
changing from black in Fig. 4(d) to deep red in Fig. 4(f) near the jet centreline. Meanwhile, a moderate
temperature region (800-1000 K) was shown to expand from R/D≈1 to 2. At X/D = 4.89 and X/D = 6.41,
a well-defined region of OH is observed, and there is no noticeable temperature increase at the corresponding
locations. The lack of correlation between the OH formation and the temperature increase was also reported
in ethylene flames in a previous study on the same JHC burner [36].
[Figure 4 about here.]
3.4. Instantaneous images: impact of fuel type
Ethanol (CH3-CH2-OH) and DME (CH3-O-CH3) have the same number of C, H, and O atoms, but
different chemical structure. Their distinct chemical structure is expected to cause differences in the flame
structure.
Figures 5 and 6 display a selection of instantaneous OH (top), CH2O (middle), and temperature (bottom)
image triplets for the ethanol and the DME flames in the 3% and the 9% O2 coflows, respectively. A higher
CH2O-LIF signal is observed in the DME flames than in the ethanol flames at a given axial distance. On
average, the CH2O signal in the DME flames is twice that in ethanol flames under the same coflow conditions.
A previous study by Gabet et al. [56] also reported a strong CH2O-LIF signal in DME flames in comparison
with the methane-based flames.
The OH signal is slightly higher in the DME flames than in the ethanol flames at X/D = 3.15. Further
downstream, the coflow oxygen level produced the same effects on the OH structure in the DME flames as
in the ethanol flames. Specifically, a spatially distributed OH layer is observed approximately at R/D = 2 in
the DME flame issuing into the 3% O2 coflow. As for the 9% O2 case, the OH level increases rapidly with
the axial distance, and a transitional flame structure is shown at X/D = 6.41.
In summary, the coflow oxygen level shows the same impact on the distribution and build-up of OH and
CH2O for the ethanol and the DME flames. However, the intensity of OH-LIF and CH2O-LIF signals vary
between these two fuels, indicating different levels of OH and CH2O were produced. Particularly, the OH
and CH2O signals in the DME flames are higher than those in the ethanol flames upstream of the apparent
lift-off height, despite that the DME flames appeared more lifted than the ethanol flames. These phenomena



































































[Figure 5 about here.]
[Figure 6 about here.]
4. Reaction Flux Analyses of The Isomers
A limited number of previous studies have focused on a direct comparison of DME and ethanol flames
[24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 57], most of which were for laminar and/or premixed flames. A few studies
[25, 27] were performed on a counter-flow burner configuration in order to investigate the extinction and
autoignition characteristics for the two fuels. Autoignition of ethanol flames was found to be delayed by the
addition of DME, and the magnitude of this effect is dependent on strain rate [27]. It was also reported that
DME flames were less prone to extinction than ethanol flames due to differences in the kinetics of intermediate
species, such as formyl and methyl radicals [25]. However, experimental results in the present study show
that these two fuels behave similarly under MILD combustion conditions in general. It is hypothesised that
the H2/O2 pathways become dominant in the oxidation of both DME and ethanol due to a higher reactant
temperature under MILD combustion conditions, resulting in their similarities.
In order to investigate this hypothesis and help interpret the experimental results, reaction path and
sensitivity analyses should be performed. The oxidation of the fuels is initiated via fuel decomposition,
including unimolecular decomposition and H atom abstraction reactions. It is necessary to analyse the fuel
decomposition reactions in order to reveal differences in the initiation of the oxidation processes amongst the
three fuels. Hence, primary kinetic pathways and sensitivity analysis should be performed at the mixture
fraction where the peak fuel consumption rate occurs. To complement these results, analysis on the sensitivity
of temperature to reaction rates across the whole mixture fraction domain is also required to demonstrate
important features in the overall pyrolysis and oxidation processes. The Chemkin software is chosen for these
reaction flux analyses as it provides built-in reaction path and sensitive analysis tools. In order to focus on
the fuel chemistry and avoid the complexity of turbulence-chemistry interaction, laminar flame calculations
of non-premixed flames at atmospheric pressure are performed with the OPPDIF code in the Chemkin
software. These calculations are performed for steady flames, thus they are only relevant downstream of the
stabilisation point.
All the calculations and analyses were carried out using a mechanism developed by Zhao et al. [58],
consisting of 55 species and 290 reversible reactions. This mechanism consists of DME-related reactions
and a baseline H2/C1-C2 submodel developed for fuels like C2H5OH [58], which has been tested in previous
studies [56, 57, 59, 60]. A multicomponent transport formulation is adopted while considering the effects of
thermal diffusion in all the calculations.
A schematic of the opposed-flow flame setup is shown in Fig. 7. The fuel inlet is modelled as a cold
mixture of N2 (same concentration as the carrier N2 in the experiments) and fuel: CH3OCH3, C2H5OH or
ethane. Ethane (C2H6) is considered here for comparison to identify if a particular feature in a flame is
caused by the existence of the O atom or by the different fuel structure. To reveal the impact of the presence



































































or 9% O2 by volume, which is referred to as air case, 3% O2 case, and 9% O2 case, respectively. The two
opposing inlets are separated by 20 mm, and the momentum of the two inlets are balanced such that the
stagnation plane is at X = 10 mm. Only results at a strain rate of 150 s−1 are presented in this subsection
for brevity; however it is worth noting that the general trends are independent of strain rate.
[Figure 7 about here.]
The counter-flow configuration is not designed for simulating conventional lifted flames. Nonetheless,
flames in a hot and vitiated coflow have been proven to behave in a totally different manner to those
conventional lifted flames. The use of the OPPDIF code and the flamelet model in Section 5 is based on an
assumption that autoignition is the dominant stabilisation mechanism for lifted flames in a hot and vitiated
coflow. This assumption is supported by numerous experimental and numerical studies [36, 37, 46, 54, 61,
62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. For instance, Cabra et al. [61] used probability density function (PDF) with the
modified-Curl mixing model in a parabolic marching scheme to simulate lifted flames in a hot and vitiated
coflow. This scheme only allowed autoignition for initial flame stabilisation, and good agreement was achieved
between the simulation results and their experimental data [61]. These lifted flames measured by Cabra et al.
[61] were also investigated by Ihme and See [62] using an unsteady flamelet/progress variable (UFPV) model.
The UFPV model successfully predicted the autoignition process, and captured the temperature distribution
and species concentration of these flames [62]. Luo et al. [63] performed a 3-D direct numerical simulation
(DNS) of turbulent lifted flames in a hot coflow. They concluded that autoignition is the dominant flame
stabilisation mechanism [63]. This conclusion has been validated by a number of studies on jet-in-hot-coflow
configurations [36, 37, 54, 66, 67]. For instance, imaging of lifted flames in a Cabra burner [54] and a Dutch
JHC burner [66, 67] revealed that the formation of autoignition kernels upstream of the liftoff height was
responsible for stabilising the flame. An experimental study on the JHC burner [36, 37] also found that
formaldehyde (CH2O) was produced in significant quantities upstream the strong OH layer, indicating the
occurrence of preignition reactions. The same phenomenon is also shown by CH2O-LIF and OH-LIF results
in the current study.
Numerical studies [48, 68] have attempted to use premixed flame models to investigate flames in a hot
and vitiated oxidiser. Results from these studies indicate that models developed for conventional premixed
flames are not suitable for studying lifted flames in a hot and vitiated oxidiser. For instance, Sidey et al.
[48] reported high concentrations of CH2O and H2O2 before the flame front for premixed flames diluted with
hot products. They concluded that “as dilution increases significantly, the premixed flame approaches an
autoignition problem”, and specifically, that a “flame speed cannot be calculated above a certain dilution
level” [48]. In order to demonstrate this, the PRMIX code was used to determine the flame speed of freely
propagating and stoichiometric mixtures assuming adiabatic and atmospheric-pressure conditions. Two cases
were investigated, including stoichiometric mixture of ethanol and air, and stoichiometric mixture of ethanol
and hot oxidant with 9% oxygen. The calculated flame speed is presented in Table 2. Laminar flame
speed for stoichiometric mixtures at room temperature was measured to be approximately 43 cm/s [69] and





































































3 cm 5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
ethanol with air 41.7 41.7 41.7 41.7
ethanol with a hot oxidiser with 9% O2 261.7 364.0 491.2 195.6
Table 2: Premixed flame speed (cm/s) for the air and hot oxidant cases at various domain lengths.
consistent with previous experimental measurement. However, the laminar flame speed for the hot oxidant
case varied significantly with the domain size, suggesting that the results were not exclusively determined by
intrinsic properties of the initial mixture. Similar results have also been reported by Habisreuther et al. [68].
They found that laminar burning velocity which matches with the unburned mixture velocity decreases as
pressure increases when the inlet temperature is lower than the autoignition temperature [68]. However, at
inlet temperatures higher than the autoignition temperature, the unburned mixture velocity increases rapidly
with pressure due to a transition in flame structure triggered by ignition delay times [68].
4.1. Fuel chemistry comparison for the 3% O2 case
Figure 8 illustrates primary kinetic pathways at the mixture fraction where the peak fuel consumption
rate occurs in the 3% O2 case. This demonstrates the major routes of fuel decomposition at that mixture
fraction. The pathways start with the fuel, followed by the nine most important species containing carbon.
[Figure 8 about here.]
The existence of O atom is preserved during the decomposition of DME. Figure 8(a) demonstrates that
the destruction of DME produces CH2O, CH3OCH2, CH3, CH4, and CH3O. One of the major intermediate
species in the DME consumption path is CH2O. The production of CH2O is predominantly via β-scission
after H-abstraction reactions: CH3OCH3 → CH3OCH2 → CH3+CH2O. Most of CH2O is converted to
formyl radical (HCO), subsequently converted to CO. The importance of CH2O can also be inferred from
its concentration. As displayed in Fig. 9(a), the concentration of CH2O in the DME flames is significantly
higher than the ethanol and the ethane flames. This is in accordance with imaging of CH2O-LIF in the
current experiments, where a higher CH2O-LIF signal was collected from the DME flames than the ethanol
flames at the same axial location.
[Figure 9 about here.]
The O atom is also retained during the consumption of ethanol. Figure 8(b) demonstrates that five main
species, including C2H4OH, CH3CHOH, CH3CH2O, C2H4, and CH4, are formed following the destruction
of ethanol. Some of these species are further converted to CH3HCO mainly via hydrogen atom abstraction
reactions. The vast production of CH3HCO is an important feature in ethanol chemistry, which has been
reported in previous studies [28, 30]. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the mole fraction of CH3HCO in the ethanol



































































In comparison with DME and ethanol, ethane is mainly converted to C2H5 via H-abstraction by H. Hence,
the amount of unsaturated C2 species in the ethane flame is expected to be considerably higher than that in
the ethanol and the DME flames. Figure 10 displays a reduction in the concentrations of C2H4 and C2H2 in
flames of oxygenated fuels, particularly DME. Higher yields of unsaturated C2 species in the ethanol flame
than the DME flame can be attributed to the formation of C2H4OH, which is subsequently decomposed to
C2H4 and OH. In addition, due to the absence of a C-C bond, CH3OCH3 decomposes to CH2O and CH3
directly. This leads to a higher production of CH4, as shown in Fig. 10(c).
The difference in the production of unsaturated C2 species is not of great importance in the combustion
of pure ethanol or DME. However, this should be taken into account when they are used as a fuel blend to
reduce soot emissions. For instance, emissions of soot and particulates produced from heavy fuel oil were
still high even when it was burnt in flameless combustion mode [8, 71]. The addition of oxygenated fuels to
heavy fuel oil may help reduce these emissions.
[Figure 10 about here.]
More information regarding the fuel decomposition can be obtained from sensitivity analysis of the fuel
concentration. This quantitatively shows how sensitive the fuel concentration is to the reaction rate of a
particular reaction. As displayed in Fig. 11, for all three fuels the destruction of the fuel is most sensitive
to the chain branching reaction H+O2 
 O+OH (R1). The other common feature amongst the three fuels
is that their concentration is sensitive to CO+OH 
 CO2+H (R29), which is one of the main contributors
for heat release, thus promoting the consumption of the fuel. In comparison with ethanol and ethane, the
concentration of DME is more sensitive to reactions involving methyl radical as shown in Fig. 11(a). Further
analysis reveals that the production of methyl radical is significantly influenced by reaction R1 in the DME
flame, contributing to the dominant importance of R1 in the fuel decomposition.
[Figure 11 about here.]
Results of temperature sensitivity are presented in Fig. 12. These results quantitatively demonstrate
how sensitive temperature is to the reaction rate of a particular reaction. For all three fuels, reaction
H+O2 
 O+OH (R1) has the largest positive sensitivity coefficient, indicating the largest effect on increasing
the temperature of the system. Reaction CH3+H(+M) 
 CH4(+M) (R53) has the largest negative sensitivity
coefficient and affects the temperature decrease the most. Consistent with the sensitivity analysis of the fuel
consumption, temperature is also very sensitive to CO+OH 
 CO2+H (R29) for all three fuels.
To summarise, the differences in the fuel decomposition pathways in the 3% O2 case affect the intermediate
species pool considerably. This is reflected in the relative importance of intermediates, such as CH2O,
CH3HCO, and CH4. However, most of these differences in the chemical kinetics seem to play a minor role
in the overall ignition and oxidation process as suggested by temperature sensitivity analysis. This analysis
indicates the importance of H2/O2 pathways for all three fuels burning in a hot oxidiser with 3% O2, which
helps explain the similarities between the ethanol and the DME flames observed in the current experiments.



































































4.2. Fuel chemistry comparison for the air case
In order to better understand the impact of a hot and diluted oxidiser, calculations and sensitivity analyses
were also performed for the three fuels burning in cold air (air case). Figure 13 shows that the peak flame
temperature decreases by nearly 600 K as the oxidiser changes from the cold air to the 3% O2 hot coflow.
This matches with the usual observation of MILD flames with a reduced temperature increase. However, the
temperature reduction is less than 200 K in the 9% O2 case. The peak flame temperature of the three fuels
is very close to each other when they are burning under the same oxidiser.
[Figure 13 about here.]
One interesting difference between the 3% O2 case with the air case is found in the relative concentration of
unsaturated C2 species. To better depict the difference, the mole fractions of C2H4 and C2H2 are normalised
to their peak mole fractions in the ethane flame at each case, as shown in Fig. 14. When oxygenated fuels
are burnt instead of ethane, the reduction in the amount of unsaturated C2 species is less significant in the
air cases than the 3% O2 cases. This indicates how intermediate species kinetics change with the oxidants.
Fig. 14(b) and 14(e) also show the profiles of C2H4 and C2H2 in the 9% O2 case, which resemble more closely
the profiles in the air case rather than those in the 3% O2 case. The fuel chemistry at the 9% O2 case will
be discussed in more detail in the following section.
[Figure 14 about here.]
Figure 15 presents the sensitivity analysis results of the destruction of each fuel at the mixture fraction, at
which the peak fuel consumption rate occurs in the air cases. In contrast to the 3% O2 cases, the concentration
of each fuel does not show the largest sensitivity to H+O2 
 O+OH (R1), but becomes more sensitive to fuel-
specific reactions. For instance, the destruction of ethanol is most sensitive to C2H5OH 
 C2H4+H2O (R204).
[Figure 15 about here.]
The temperature sensitivity analysis also reflects differences between the 3% O2 case and the air case. As
shown in Fig. 16, reaction H+O2 
 O+OH (R1) no longer has the largest positive impact on temperature.
For all three fuels in the air case, temperature is mostly influenced by H+OH+M 
 H2O+M (R12), closely
followed by H+O2(+M) 
 HO2(+M) (R13). This shifted importance is suspected to result from a much
lower initial temperature in the air case than the 3% O2 case. Pellett et al. [72] reported that the reaction
rates of R1 and R13 are balanced at the cross-over temperature approximately at 925 K at 1 atm. Hence, the
lower temperature of air shifts the local temperature below the cross-over temperature, thereby promoting
R13 over R1.
Important reactions become more different among the three fuels in the air case with respect to the
3% O2 case, particularly in the fuel-rich region. In this region, reactions that have the largest posi-
tive/negative temperature sensitivities are mostly fuel-specific reactions with little shared similarities, such
as CH3OCH3 
 CH3+CH3O (R239) in the DME flame, and C2H4+H 




































































The sensitivity analyses of the temperature and the fuel concentration suggest that the chemical pathways
of three fuels become more different in the air case. Hence, ethanol and DME flames may be more dissimilar
to each other when they are burnt in cold air instead of a hot oxidiser with 3% O2.
[Figure 16 about here.]
4.3. Fuel chemistry comparison for the 9% O2 case
Figure 17 shows a list of reactions that strongly affect the concentration of each fuel at the mixture
fraction where the peak fuel consumption rate occurs in the 9% O2 case. Interestingly, similar to the air
case, these results indicate that fuel related reactions play a dominant role during the fuel decomposition
process. Specifically, the concentrations of the three fuels are not very sensitive to H+O2 
 O+OH (R1)
and CO+OH 
 CO2+H (R29), different from results in the 3% O2 case.
The reduced importance of reaction H+O2 
 O+OH (R1) in the 9% O2 case is also revealed by tempera-
ture sensitivity analysis, as shown in Fig. 18. Despite a very high initial temperature of the oxidiser, reactions
of lower activation energy (H+OH+M 
 H2O+M (R12) and H+O2(+M) 
 HO2(+M) (R13)) become more
important than R1. Moreover, reactions that affect temperature the most in the 9% O2 case are nearly the
same as in the air case, regardless of large differences in the temperature and oxygen concentration of the
oxidiser between these two cases.
In summary, sensitivity analysis results indicate that a three-fold increase in the oxygen concentration
causes fundamental changes in the chemical kinetics of these fuels between the 3% and the 9% O2 case. This
can be used to explain why the ethanol and the DME flames shifted away from the MILD combustion regime
as the oxygen concentration in the hot coflow increased from 3% to 9% in the current experiments.
[Figure 17 about here.]
[Figure 18 about here.]
5. Transient Ignition Processes of The Isomers
Reaction flux analyses in the preceding section were performed for steady opposed-flow laminar flames.
However, the ignition of fuels is a time-varying process. Hence, an unsteady laminar flamelet analysis is
presented to compare the transient ignition processes of the ethanol and the DME flames.
The unsteady flamelet model used here is similar to the model developed by Pitsch et al. [73]. This model
has previously been applied, with a two-step analysis procedure, to simulate MILD flames in the same JHC
configuration by Evans et al. [46]. To obtain the flow and mixture fields, non-reactive Large-Eddy Simulation
(LES) was carried out. These simulations provided the temporal evolution of the flow field parameterised by
the scalar dissipation rate of the mixture necessary for the second step. During the second step, unsteady
flamelet equations were solved in time and mixture fraction space. The two simulation steps will be described
in detail in the following sections.
The use of a flamelet model is supported by previous successful applications of a flamelet model to flames



































































conditions [47, 74]. For instance, a three-dimensional DNS study of MILD methane flames by Minamoto
and Swaminathan [74] identified thin reaction zone with flamelet-like behaviour. They found thin regions of
intense reactions, demonstrating the existence of flamelets [74]. This finding is supported by an experimental
study on MILD combustion by Sidey and Mastorakos [47] where a methane jet was injected into cross-flow
of hot products. Instantaneous planar imaging of OH showed a sharp transition from regions without OH
to regions with OH [47]. They concluded that MILD methane flame was burnt in thin and distinct regions
despite a low flame luminosity [47].
5.1. Modelling approach - Large-Eddy Simulation
LES was carried out to obtain a solution of the turbulent flow field. The experimental configuration was
simulated using a fully three-dimensional cylindrical grid with 256, 128, and 96 grid points in the axial, the
radial, and the circumferential directions, respectively. The grid is stretched in the axial direction with a
grid spacing of 0.5 mm at the jet exit plane. The radial grid sizing is 0.1 mm at the nozzle. The boundary
conditions were set to match the experimental conditions. A well-resolved LES of the central fuel pipe
upstream of the jet exit plane was run prior to the main simulations, which generates velocity data at the jet
inlet boundary for the main simulations. For the inlet boundary condition of the coflow, a constant velocity
profile is prescribed. A convective outlet condition is defined for the outlet of the domain. At the radial
boundary of the simulation domain, zero gradient boundary conditions are imposed for either velocities or
scalars, thus there is no flux at the boundaries in the radial direction.
The parallel, finite difference code CIAO was used for the LES. It solves the filtered Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in the low Mach number limit. The momentum equations are spatially discretized with a second-order
scheme [75]. Spatial gradients of the scalar equation are discretized with a third order WENO scheme [76].
Unclosed subfilter terms are closed with a dynamic Smagorinsky model [77] with Lagrangian averaging [78]
for the subfilter stress term and a Smagorinsky type model [79] for the subfilter diffusivity of the scalar
equation. A scalar transport equation is solved for the filtered mixture fraction Z̃, which locally defines the
state of the fluid mixture.
The scalar dissipation rate, determined from the flow-field solution, is defined as averaged conditional
scalar dissipation rate at each grid plane in the axial direction. The distance to the jet exit plane can be
related to the flamelet time via a characteristic velocity ust, which is the mean axial velocity at the radial






ust| (Z = Zst)
dx′ (2)
Fluid properties, such as density, viscosity, and diffusivity of the scalar, are obtained from an extinct
flamelet solution (χ above extinction strain rate), which is tabulated and accessed during runtime. During
the second step, the unsteady flamelet model simulates the ignition process based on these fluid and turbulence
properties. This analysis is only focused on the onset of ignition, and it assumes that changes in the conditional
scalar dissipation rates are negligible due to a small temperature increase and limited heat release in the



































































LES as feedback. Jochim et al. [80] found that for diesel engine combustion, this assumption can even lead
to correct predictions of the major characteristics of the entire combustion process.
5.2. Modelling approach - Unsteady flamelets
For the solution of chemistry, the unsteady flamelet equations [81, 82] are solved in time and mixture


























where T denotes the temperature, t and Z are time and mixture fraction, respectively. χ denotes the scalar
dissipation rate, ρ is the density, and cp is the specific heat capacity at ambient pressure. N is the number
of species included in the mechanism, hk and H represent the enthalpy of species k and the enthalpy flux by
mass diffusion, respectively.
The scalar dissipation rates and local compositions are extracted from the LES as described in the
preceding section. They change with time and are coupled to the axial distance via the characteristic time.
The mechanism used in the unsteady flamelets model is the same as in Section 4 [58].
5.3. Results and discussion
Figure 19 shows the peak temperature from the flamelet solution as a function of time for ethanol and
DME flames in the 3% and 9% O2 cases. The mixture fraction where the peak temperature occurs is denoted
as ZTpeak. Temperature profiles at Zst and the most reactive mixture fraction (Zmr) are also included for
comparison. The most reactive mixture fraction is a result of the competing effects of high temperature at a
leaner mixture fraction and high fuel concentration at a richer mixture fraction [84].
The maximum peak temperature is very close for the two fuels. However, given the same oxidant stream,
a rapid increase in the peak temperature takes place earlier in the ethanol flames, indicating a much faster
ignition in comparison with the DME flames. In the current experiments, DME flames always appeared more
lifted than ethanol flames, as revealed by digital photography and imaging of OH* chemiluminescence. The
larger liftoff heights are likely to result from longer ignition delay times of DME flames at the conditions
corresponding to the most reactive mixture fraction.
As the oxygen level reduces from 9% to 3%, the ignition process becomes prolonged with a reduced
temperature increase for both ethanol and DME. This change is most prominent at Zst, where the gradient
of the temperature profile is considerably sharper in the 9% O2 case than the 3% O2 case. Thus, flames in
the 3% O2 case agree better with the definition of MILD flame being distributed with a low temperature
increase [1, 50, 51].
The flame propagation process is reflected by the change in ZTpeak with time. As demonstrated in Fig. 19,
the peak temperature initially occurs at a very low mixture fraction with a low scalar dissipation rate for
both fuels. As the ignition process proceeds, the temperature increase slowly propagates to a higher mixture



































































The peak flame temperature occurs at a relatively leaner condition in the DME flames than the ethanol
flames, particularly at the onset of temperature rise. The scalar dissipation rates at a given peak temperature
for the DME flames are lower than those in the ethanol flames. For instance, at the location where the peak
temperature reaches 1600 K, the scalar dissipation rate is 0.8 1/s for DME, but it is 1.5 1/s for ethanol in
the 9% O2 case. Mastorakos [84] reported that the ignition delay time is mainly determined by the scalar
dissipation rate at the most reactive mixture fraction in the cold-fuel-hot-oxidant configuration. The ignition
of the DME flames occurs later and at a leaner condition than in the ethanol flames. This also means
that the initial temperature of the flammable mixture is higher in the DME flames than the ethanol flames.
As shown in Fig. 19 (the bottom figure), the scalar dissipation rate at a given mixture fraction decreases
with time, and the scalar dissipation rate is lower in the leaner conditions at a given time. These results
indicate that the ignition of DME requires a lower scalar dissipation rate and a higher initial temperature
than ethanol, reflecting a lower reactivity of DME at the conditions investigated here. A series of steady
flamelets calculations is performed to produce a S-curve of scalar dissipation rate and the corresponding
maximum temperature for the various cases investigated. These results show that, given the same oxidant
stream, the scalar dissipation rate of ignition on the lower branch of S-curve for DME is lower than that for
ethanol. This agrees with a previous study by Loukou et al. [27], who found that autoignition of ethanol was
retarded by the addition of DME.
[Figure 19 about here.]
In order to better depict the temporal evolution process, Fig. 20 presents temperature as a function
of mixture fraction at four time steps, including when the temperature increase (∆T) reaches 10 K, when
∆T = 100 K, when the most rapid change in temperature ((dT/dt)max)) occurs, and when the maximum
peak temperature occurs. The temperature increase (∆T) is defined as the difference between the peak
temperature in the whole mixture fraction domain and the initial temperature of the oxidiser. In the case
of the DME flame burning in the 3% O2 case, the peak temperature occurs at Z = 0.00805, Z = 0.0201,
Z = 0.0201, and Z = 0.0362 at the four time steps, respectively. In the case of the DME flame burning in the
9% O2 case, the peak temperature occurs at Z = 0.0161, Z = 0.0201, Z = 0.0564, and Z = 0.0926 at the four
time steps, respectively. This shift in the mixture fraction at the four time steps in the ethanol flames is the
same as the DME flames. The stoichiometric mixture fractions for both fuels are 0.0305 and 0.0863 in the
3% and 9% O2 cases, respectively. Figure 20 shows that for both fuels, though the maximum temperature
eventually occurs at a slightly richer mixture fraction than Zst, the first temperature increase occurs at a
much leaner condition, corresponding to the most reactive mixture fraction. The value of Zmr indicates the
dominant role of the hot oxidant temperature over the fuel concentration in the mixture reactivity.
[Figure 20 about here.]
Figure 21 shows the mole fractions of OH, HO2, CH3, CH3OCH2, and C2H4OH, which are normalised to
their maximum mole fractions at Zmr. Profiles of CH3OCH2 and C2H4OH are presented as these species are
amongst the first products when the parent fuel is consumed via H-atom abstraction reactions. Normalised



































































The species profiles show that the ethanol and the DME flames undergo different processes prior to
the main ignition event. Here the main ignition event refers to the most rapid change in temperature
((dT/dt)max)). For instance, there is a steady build-up of HO2 radicals during the early phase of ignition
featured with a moderate temperature increase in the DME flames. In the meantime, the concentrations of
both CH3 and CH3OCH2 change very slowly, particularly in the 3% O2 case. For instance, during t = 5 ms
to t = 25 ms, the concentration of CH3OCH2 is almost constant, while CH3 is formed slowly in the 3% O2
case. The consumption of HO2 initiates at t = 33 ms and t = 26 ms in the 3% and 9% O2 case, respectively.
This process promotes chain-branching reactions and triggers the main ignition event.
The onset of ignition is initiated more rapidly in the ethanol flames than in the DME flames. In addition,
during the early phase of ignition, the concentrations of HO2, CH3, and CH3OCH2 in the ethanol flames
change much faster than in the DME flames. The steady opposed-flow flame analysis in Section 4 highlights
the distinct fuel decomposition processes of ethanol and DME, which are related to the differences in the
temporal evolution of intermediate species produced before the main ignition event. During the main ignition
event, there is a rapid consumption of HO2 and CH3, in addition to a fast build-up of OH, in both the
ethanol and the DME flames. Results from this unsteady flamelet model also show that the growth in the
OH concentration occurs earlier in the ethanol flames than in the DME flames in the whole mixture fraction
domain. This cannot explain the lower OH-LIF signals observed in the ethanol flames than in the DME
flames at the same axial location in the current experiments, and a further study is required to understand
this.
[Figure 21 about here.]
6. Conclusions
This paper presents a combined experimental and computational investigation of ethanol and DME flames
under conditions relevant to MILD combustion. The distributions of OH, CH2O, and temperature were
recorded instantaneously and simultaneously. Imaging of OH∗ chemiluminescence and digital photography
were also performed to reveal the flame structure and the apparent liftoff heights. Steady laminar flame
calculations using the OPPDIF code and an unsteady laminar flamelet analyses were conducted to help shed
more light on the effect of the operating parameters on the chemical pathways and ignition process. The key
findings arising from this study are:
 Under the same coflow condition, the overall spatial distribution and evolution of OH, CH2O, and
temperature were quite similar for ethanol and DME. The intensity of OH-LIF and CH2O-LIF signals
vary between these two fuels. Particularly, stronger CH2O-LIF signals were measured from DME flames
than ethanol flames as CH2O is one of the major intermediate species in the DME chemistry.
 A transitional flame structure revealed by OH-LIF was observed in the ethanol and the DME flames
issuing into the 9% O2 coflow but not in the 3% O2 coflow. The occurrence of this transitional flame
structure suggests that the ethanol and the DME flames deviated away from the MILD combustion



































































 Ethanol and DME are decomposed via different pathways, leading to differences in the intermediate
species pool. However, temperature sensitivity analysis indicates that the differences in the fuel de-
composition pathways play a minor role in the overall oxidation processes in the 3% O2 cases. Under
these conditions, the H2/O2 pathways are very important for both fuels, contributing to the similarities
between them.
 When air and a vitiated oxidant stream with 9% O2 are used instead of a vitiated oxidiser with 3%
O2, the flame temperature becomes more sensitive to fuel-specific reactions for each fuel. These results
suggest that the chemical kinetics may change fundamentally due to a three-fold increase in the oxygen
concentration. This explains why experimental ethanol and DME flames shifted away from the MILD
combustion regime as the hot coflow oxygen level increased from 3% to 9%.
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup: CEM is the Controlled Evaporator and Mixer, MFC is the mass flow controller for gases, and





















































































Figure 2: Photographs of DME and ethanol (EtOH) flames carried by nitrogen in the 1250-K coflow with various oxygen
concentrations (3%, 6%, and 9% O2 by volume). The jet flames were shield by the surrounding coflow until approximately





































































































(a) X/D = 0 - 20
































(b) X/D = 3 - 10


































































































































































300 950 1600 K
Figure 4: A selection of instantaneous OH (top), CH2O (middle), and temperature (bottom) image triplets for ethanol flames
in the 3% and the 9% O2 coflow. These images are centred at X/D = 3.15 (14.5 mm), X/D = 4.89 (22.5 mm), and X/D = 6.41
(29.5 mm) above the jet exit plane, respectively. The left edge of each image is coincident with the jet centreline. Each image


































































































































300 950 1600 K
Figure 5: A selection of typical instantaneous OH (top), CH2O (middle), and temperature (bottom) image triplets for ethanol
and DME flames in the 3% O2 coflow. These images are centred at X/D = 3.15 (14.5 mm) and X/D = 6.41 (29.5 mm) above


































































































































300 950 1600 K
Figure 6: A selection of typical instantaneous OH (top), CH2O (middle), and temperature (bottom) image triplets for ethanol
and DME flames in the 9% O2 coflow. These images are centred at X/D = 3.15 (14.5 mm) and X/D = 6.41 (29.5 mm) above
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(a) CH3OCH3 decomposition at Z = 0.11 (b) C2H5OH decomposition at Z = 0.15
(c) C2H6 decomposition at Z = 0.07
Figure 8: The fuel decomposition pathways at the mixture fraction where the peak fuel consumption rate occurs in the 3%
O2 case. The pathways start with the fuel, followed by the nine most important species containing carbon. The thickness of
arrows corresponds to the absolute rate of production/destruction. Arrows are coloured by heat, where brown to red indicates




















































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Sensitivity coefficient of CH3OCH3 at Z = 0.11
(b) Sensitivity coefficient of C2H5OH at Z = 0.15
(c) Sensitivity coefficient of C2H6 at Z = 0.07
Figure 11: Sensitivity coefficients for the fuel at the mixture fraction where the peak fuel consumption rate occurs for three fuels


















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 13: Temperature as a function of mixture fraction for CH3OCH3, C2H5OH, and C2H6 flames burning in a vitiated

















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 14: Normalised mole fraction of C2H4 and C2H2 for CH3OCH3, C2H5OH, and C2H6 flames burning in a vitiated oxidiser
with 3% or 9% O2 and in a cold air (O2 = 21%). The mole fractions of these species are normalised to their peak mole fractions



































































(a) Sensitivity coefficient of CH3OCH3 at Z = 0.37
(b) Sensitivity coefficient of C2H5OH at Z = 0.33
(c) Sensitivity coefficient of C2H6 at Z = 0.25
Figure 15: Sensitivity coefficients for the fuel at the mixture fraction where the peak fuel consumption rate occurs for three fuels

































































































































































































































































(a) Sensitivity coefficient of CH3OCH3 at Z = 0.28
(b) Sensitivity coefficient of C2H5OH at Z = 0.25
(c) Sensitivity coefficient of C2H6 at Z = 0.18
Figure 17: Sensitivity coefficients for the fuel at the mixture fraction where the peak fuel consumption rate occurs for three fuels






































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 19: The mixture fraction where the peak temperature occurs is denoted as ZTpeak. The temperature and the scalar


































































































































































































Figure 20: Temperature as a function of mixture fraction at four time steps, including when the temperature increase (∆T)
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